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    As spiritual beings, we humans hold a unique and precious position as both guardians 
and children of our planet. Our paramount role is to look after the Earth and preserve its 
wellbeing, recognizing that we are intrinsically connected to it and all its creatures.  
 
This responsibility calls on us not only to protect and preserve our environment, but also to 
nurture our own spiritual growth, so as to cultivate the wisdom, compassion, and love 
necessary to fully embody our protective role.  
 
By establishing a harmonious balance between our inner development and our external 
commitment, we can work together for the wellbeing of the world and all its inhabitants.

The beauty of nature transcends the bounds of our perception, extending far beyond what 
our eyes can see. It manifests not only in the grand landscapes that surround us, but also 
in the minute details that make up the very essence of our humanity.

At the heart of this grace lies a deep connection between the macrocosm of the universe 
and the microcosm of atoms, a harmony that unites the vastness of space and the 
complexity of particles that form the fabric of our existence.

By exploring the mysteries of nature, we discover dimensions invisible to the naked eye, 
revealing structures and patterns of incredible splendor. From distant galaxies to the 
intricate patterns of snowflakes, from the spiral of a seashell to the perfect symmetry of 
molecules, each element of our reality carries within it a unique signature of universal 
magnificence.

In recognizing that perfection resides as much in the vastness of the universe as in the 
heart of atoms, we develop a deep respect and admiration for the complexity and 
interconnection of what surrounds and constructs us.

This also reminds us of our place in this grand scheme and the responsibility we bear as 
guardians of this fragile beauty, which extends far beyond what our eyes can perceive.

At the heart of our world lies a trinity of spirits, a sacred communion between the Earth, the 
Ocean, and the Forest. Witnesses to our existence, these natural forces transcend time 
and space, enveloping us in their ineffable majesty.  
Through this artistic trinity united by our universal consciousness and love, we celebrate 
the depth of our spiritual connection with these three elements and their unalterable 
presence in our lives.



EARTH SPIRIT 

   The Spirit of the Earth, our unshakable foundation, is the guardian of the majestic 
mountains, undulating plains, and deep valleys that make up our landscape. It represents 
solidity, strength, and security, providing us with unconditional refuge and support. The 
love of the Earth is that of a nurturing mother, who bestows her gifts upon us and teaches 
us humility in the face of her grandeur. 

OCEAN SPIRIT 

   The Spirit of the Ocean, this wild and free force, is the source of life and the embodiment 
of fluidity. It encompasses the infinity of waters, the rhythmic tides, and the impetuous 
waves that reflect our own emotional nature. The love of the Ocean is that of a spiritual 
guide, urging us to delve into the depths of our soul, to embrace the constant movement of 
life, and to navigate serenely on the eternal waves of existence.

FOREST SPIRIT

   The Spirit of the Forest, this oasis of mystery and serenity, is the sanctuary of ancient 
trees, lush plants, and enchanted creatures. It symbolizes growth, transformation, and 
deep harmony among all living beings. The love of the Forest is that of a sage, teaching us 
interdependence, unity in diversity, and respect for life in all its forms.

  Together, these spirits form a sacred trinity, weaving an unbreakable bond between us 
and nature. Through this photographic series, I wish to pay homage to the elegance and 
harmony emanating from this union. May our art and our passage on this Earth be an ode 
to love, to nature, and to our spiritual connection with it, reminding us that we are both the 
guardians and the children of this planet.

In the embrace of the Earth, the caress of the Ocean, and the whisper of the Forest, may 
we always find wisdom, inspiration, and peace.




VISION 

   By creating this artistic trilogy, my vision goes beyond merely celebrating natural beauty 
and extends to a broader mission: raising awareness about preserving our environment 
and combating the incessant destruction of what we are.

My approach is a call to action, a call to awaken consciousness and encourage uniform 
commitment in favor of the intelligence of life. We hope to inspire viewers to recognize the 
invaluable worth of nature and to take concrete steps to preserve its legacy for future 
generations, both on an individual and collective level.


Together, we can bring back to life what we have destroyed and restore the harmony 
between humans and the sacred trinity of spirits that inhabit it.


In sharing this vision, may we all unite in a commitment to life in all its forms, transforming 
our lives and our world, one step at a time, in a common quest to protect and cherish this 
precious legacy that is ours.
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COLLECTIONS


   The names chosen to illustrate these photographic collections showcase humanity in all 
its cultural and mystical variety. Each title will resonate with human beings in every corner 
of the World.


We are reminded that we are all unique, but also integral parts of a global community.

These collections are a tribute to all of humanity and our shared journey.


Explore this series and allow yourself to be inspired by the beauty, diversity, and depth of 
humanity that it represents.


http://www.auroreklein.com
http://www.askvisionary.com


EARTH  

Freyja - Goddess of love, beauty, and fertility.

Idunn - Goddess of youth and immortality.



Ubuntu (African) - Humanity, compassion, and interconnectedness.

Vör - Goddess of wisdom and prophecy.

Yūgen (Japanese) - Sensitivity to the beauty and transcendence of nature.



Aroha (Maori) - Love, compassion.

Fáilte (Irish) - Welcome



Sabi (Japanese) - Beauty in imperfection and the passage of time.

Ataraxia (Greek) - State of inner serenity and tranquility.

Sa'ada - (Arabic) - Joy.



Kærlighed (Danish) - Love.

Licht (German) - Light.

ආදරය (Ādara - Sinhalese) - Love.



Светлина (Svetlina -Macedonian) - Light.

Hikari (光 - Japanese) - Light.



ఆత# (Ātma - Telugu) - Soul.

Iskra (Искра - Bulgarian) - Sparkle.



Láska (Czech) - Love.

Engare (Amharic) - Light.

జన# (Janma - Telugu) - Birth.



Мощ (Mosh -Bulgarian) - Power.

Feier (German) - Celebration.



Voima (Finnish) - Strength.

Styrka (Icelandic) - Strength.



మ'ళ (Mahiḷa - Telugu) - Rebirth.

Сила (Sila - Russe) : Force



OCEAN 
αλφα (Alpha -Greek) - The Beginning. Alpha & Omega mean the start and end of all 
things.

Հոգի (Hogi -Armenian) - Soul.

Elämä (Finnois) : Vie



Life - (Zendegi - Persian) زندگی

Sydän (Finnish) - Heart.

आशा (Āśā -Nepali) - Hope.



ਆਤਮਕ (Ātamak - Punjabi) - Spiritual.

Ünnep (Hungarian) - Celebration.

శ*+  (Śakti - Telugu) - Power.



Мир (Mir - Russian) - Peace.

Φως (Fos - Greek) - Light.

Hikmah (حكمة - Arabic) - Wisdom.



Mūsu (무수 - Korean) - Infinity.

Umoja (Swahili) : Unity.

Beatha (Scottish Gaelic) - Life.



Unë (อัลบา - Thai) - Dawn.

উে#ষ (Unmeṣa - Bengali) : - Awakening.

અ"વ$ાર (Aviṣkār - Gujarati) :  Discovery.



Oaza (Polish) - Oasis.

,- మ (Prēma - Telugu) : Love.

அழ# (Aḻaku - Tamil) - Beauty.



ಆನಂದ (Ānanda - Kannada) : Joy.

Pauzudo (Esperanto) - Peaceful.

සu' (Sulu -(Sinhalese) - Sweetness.



Воля (Volya - Ukrainian) - Willpower.

 
Կեանք (Keanq - Armenian) - Life.

Доверие (Doverie - Macedonian) - Trust.



Daima (Turkish) - Always.

.Holiness - (Kedusha - Hebrew) קדושה

ස(ට (Satuta - Sinhalese) - Happiness.



Amaterasu (Japanese Mythology) - Goddess of the Sun and the Universe.

Selene (Greek Mythology) - Goddess of the Moon and Light.

Sisu (Finnish) - Resilience, perseverance in the face of adversity.



Siel (Polish) - Soul.

Kipinä (Finnish) - Spark.



FOREST 

Alma (Spanish) : Soul.

Aşk (Turkish) - Love



Blue Shadow

Crystal

Dansarinn (Icelandic) - Dancer.



Dawn

Elleina (Derived from the name Eleina in Greek) - Radiance of the sun.

Elyah (Derived from the Hebrew name Eliyahu) - My God is the Lord.



Epok (Derived from Ancient Greek epochḗ) - Suspended moment.

Esaya (Feminization of the biblical name Ésaïe) - God is Savior - Creation is Savior.



Esky (Invented word inspired by English "Sky")

Dark Esky

Estrela (Portuguese) - Star.



Ewig (German) - Eternal

Eylin (Variation of the name Eileen) - Light.

Geheim(German) - Secret.



Gizem (Turkish) - Mystery.

Haihuwa (Hausa - African) - Birth.



Hera (Greek Mythology) - Queen of the Gods, symbolizes love and sovereignty.

Ibaia (Basque Country) : River.



Imani (Swahili) : Faith

Karaa (Derived from Latin "Carus") - Precious.

Kommid (Estonian) - Sweets.



Leben (German) - Life

Muujiza (Swahili) : Miracle



Nur (Arabic) - Light.

Ören (Turkish) - Echoes.



Psyché (Français) - Psyche - Goddess of the soul in Greek mythology.

Sihr (Arabic) - Magic.



Vayen

Vellaunus (Celtic Mythology) - God of Victory.



Whispers 

Omega (Greek) - The end of a Cycle, an Era. Alpha & Omega signify the beginning and 
the end of all things.



TIRAGE A EXEMPLAIRE UNIQUE

  

MANA  
Means GOD in Kinyarwanda


MOSKI 
Means MAN en Slovene


SIND 
Means MIND en Slovene



